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NOTICE OF CHANGES TO THE SYSTEM 

Jim Mundstock repaired two small WRITEUP errors: 
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1. If a non-indexed writeup file succeeded an indexed file on the WRITEUP command, 
WRITEUP failed. -' 

2. If arguments were mistakenly duplicated on the WRITEUP command, WRITEUP failed. 

Don Mears reduced the field length required by PFILES, the permanent file command 
processor, from 3700 to 2700 for time sharing origin jobs by conditionally elimi
nating an input buffer. Don also contributed two new console games, LIFE and GYR. 
Program LIFE simulates the famous cellular automaton. Program GYR is a graphics 
package which displays a gyroscope in arbitrary orientation. The source for LIFE 
is on ~~L. A source for GYR is not yet available. 

Bill Elliott installed a new disk maintenance utility, PFPACK. Program PFPACK is 
used to rearrange indirect access permanent files to eliminate holes in permanent 
file linkages. This utility promises to be eminently useful and time saving. 
Previously, permanent file holes could only be removed by performing a full dump, 
an initialize and a complete reload on an idle system. With the new utility, holes 
can be removed in about ten minutes--even on a loaded system. 

Bill also contributed two new common decks COMCFTE and COMCFSV. The former is used 
to format the TAPES AUDIT data while the latter is common to TAPES, EXPLIB and 
RESEX and is used to compute standard VSN's. 



Additionally, Bill removed the sector-zone computation code from PFM, freeing up a 
large amount of space for future local enhancements. This code was previously used-· 
to drive 6603 equipment (DA). 

Tim Salo modified SUPIO to use exchange jumps to enter RECALL throughout. Also~ 

SUPIO will produce no dump after aborting if sense switch 1 is on. 

Tim Hoffmann installed the following corrections. 

1. The command CATLIST,LO=F was not paging the subsequent report. 

2. The command CATLIST,LO=F,UN= ••• was not alphabetizing the subsequent report. 

3. The command CATLIST,FN=lfn,NA resulted in the message EMPTY CATALOG. The 
message has been changed to lfn NOT FOUND. 

4. COMCBKP was altered to give the user more control over use of DISTC. 

Bob Zalusky repaired a bug in his recently introduced KCL PFILE function. The 
first installation erroneously removed several symbolic names used by the FILE 
function. Bob also installed the modification which will allow users to enter 
control statement files (see DSN 3, 3 p. 4; DSN 3, 2 p. 6). 

Brian Hanson fixed a serious bug in PFILES which has apparently been with us for 
quite a long time. Previously, the command PERMIT(pfn,usernum) left the specified 
file permitted in write mode. 

Bill Wells installed several additional hooks into TELEX which facilitate auto
matic procedure file calls--a NOTICE/NOTIFY function. Four option bits were added 
to the terminal table (see DSN 3, 1 p. 6; DSN 2, 23 p. 5): / 

1. no recovery desired 

2. master DISTC--cannot interrupt job flow 

3. autobye ' 

4. procedure file available 

Bill also fixed a modification conflict between his NOTICE/NOTIFY modification and 
a prior modification for hung port problems in TELEX. The conflict resulted in 
several hung ports on the 6400 before it was discovered. 

PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE SYSTEM 

Punch File Line Length -by N.L. Reddy 

Recent releases of KRONOS have changed the way a line with more than 80 columns is 
punched by BATCHIO. One way would be to discard all columns beyond column 80 and 
punch only one card with the first 80 columns. However, if the line happened to 
have, say, 1000 columns (as could happen, if a user assigned the Hollerith or 026 
Punch type to a binary file), there is no easy way to skip over the remainder of the 
line, beyond the currently remaining data in the buffer, because of interactions 
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among calls to CIO, routines to check buffer availability, etc. So I propose to 
go back to the way the earlier versions of BATCHIO punched such a line. It would 
chop up such a big line into 80 column blocks and punch each block on a separate 
card. 

The second method is justified on two grounds: 1) It is very simple to implement; 
2) Occurrences of this nature are so rare. 

If this is approved, I suggest documentation be suitably modified by the documentation 
people. 

1111/l//1/ 

Proposal for Enhancement of 6400-Cyber ECS Link -by N.L. Reddy 

The consensus of the System Strategy Committee was to postpone indefinitely imple
mentation of any generalized concepts and functions consistent with a truly sym
metrical culti-mainframe model, rather to do a limited amount of enhancement to 
meet current needs. The features available now are: 

1. Send jobs from 6400 to Cyber by XMIT control card and get back the dayfiles for 
these jobs. 

2. Send output files from 6400 to Cyber by XMIT. 

3. Send permanent files from Cyber to 6400 by the SEND control card and store them 
in 6400. 

Each of the above features will be modified/enhanced as follows: 
/ 

1. Users on both machines will be able to send jobs from one machine to the other. 
The mechanism to do this will be put into SUBMIT, removing the control card 
XMIT from the 6400 user availability. There would be a parameter on the SUBMIT 
card to indicate that the job is to go to the alternate machine. One suggested 
value for the parameter would be AM (alternate machine). Thus a job submitted 
in Cyber with the AM parameter will go to 6400, vice versa. We are not general
izing this parameter at this time. The PP program involved would be QFM in
stead of XMIT. Documentation should be updated to tell Cyber users how the 
job dayfiles are returned from the 6400 and saved. 

2. Output files can still go only one way, but the control card will be DISPOSE, 
with the special parameter. The special parameter will be invalid in the Cyber. 

3. Users will be able to send permanent files in either direction. It would appear 
symmetrical to the users, but internally the control card SEND would work 
differently on the two machines. On the Cyber it would work as it does now. 
On the 6400, it would internally generate a job and submit it, which would go 
to the Cyber taking the file along with it and saving it on the Cyber. 

//III/II/I 

SLL Proposal - by K.C. :Hatthews 

The mass storage drivers (6DP, 6DI, 6DJ, 6DB) all have some preset code. This 
code may be entered many times. It presets the driver for the upcoming I/O 
operation. One of the preset operations is to make all the channel instructions 
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refer to the co.rrect channel. The loop is executed for only one instruction if 
the channel happens to be the correct channel. 

Our 6DI and 6DJ have channel 30 assembled in, so they have a SO% chance of having 
the correct channel on the Cyber 74 when loaded from memory. Our 6DP and 6DB 
have channels 24 and 27, assembled in, so they are always correct when loaded on 
the Cyber. Since the 6400 has mass storage on channels 1, 6 and 7 the drivers are 
never on the correct channel when loaded on that machine. 

We have written some mods to SLL (the PPU part of SYSEDIT) which will help this 
problem. When the drivers are placed in central memory for loading, the preset 
code of each driver is executed. Then the driver with one correct channel is 
written to central memory. 

The benefits of this change are probably too small to be measured. However, since 
it is so easily done in SLL, I think it is worthwhile to implement the change. The 
slowdown in SLL is not noticeable. 

1//!/1//// 

ECS Access - by K.C. Matthews 

Access to ECS by the system is not well defined. If the system has an ECS mass 
storage equipment (via either the DDP or CPU access) it is assumed that the CPU 
can be used for ECS access. This is not necessarily true. It would be false on 
the Cyber, for example, if the DDP were working but the ECS coupler in the main
frame was broken. Also, it may be possible to have a DDP access to ECS even if we 
have chosen not to define a DDP mass storage equipment. For these reasons 1 
propose the following methods for specifying the possible accesses to ECS. 

Byte 3 in word 1 in low core (CPUL) contains bits which flag options available on 
the CPU. These bits indicate if CPU 1 exists, if CPU 0 is a 6600 type CPU and if 
CEJ or CMU hardware exist. I propose to use the top bit in this word to flag the 
availability of CPU access to ECS. If the bit is set, then the CPU fCS monitor 
functions will be enabled, ECS may be used for storage move, and CPU programs may 
be loaded directly from ECS to CM. These things will not occur if the bit is off. 
The command NOECS. will set CPU access to ECS off. The default will be determined 
at deadstart time by trying to read 1 word of ECS. If the read is not an illegal 
instruction, CPU access to ECS will be assumed on. 

Byte 4 in the ECS pointer word (ECSL) is currently unused. I propose that we use 
this byte to specify DDP channels which any PPU may use to access ECS. Up to two 
channels may be specified by placing 40B + the channel number in a 6-bit field. 
The 40B indicates that there is a channel specified in the remaining 5 bits. This 
allows a DDP to be placed on channel 0. If only one DDP channel exists, it must be 
placed in the bottom 6 bits. The CMRDECK command DDPCH specifies zero, one or two 
DDP channels. If none are specified, the byte is cleared to indicate no DDP access 
to ECS. (This is the default condition.) 

Here are examples of the command and the resulting byte. 

Command 
DDPCH,l. 
DDPCH,l,27. 
DDPCH,O. 
DDPCH. 
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Results 
0041 
6741 
0040 
0000 



The channels specified here may or may not be the same as any DDP channels specified 
ror a mass storage DP equipment. A PPU must still request the corresponding 
channels from MTR before trying to use the DDP. Tim Salo has agreed to use this 
byte in lBA to determine if the DDP can be used for SUPIO banner pages. 

/1//l/11// 

Dayfile System Sectors - by K.C. Matthews 

KRONOS has no system sector for user dayfiles. This would make no difference if 
the dayfiles were never accessed through the normal CIO mechanism. But these files 
are read by CIO in the DAYFILE control card and various pieces of experimental 
software. 

How is this done? When a disk file is rewound, the system sets its current track 
to the first track, and the current sector to 1 in the FNT (file name table). A 
current sector of 0 would point to the system sector. But when SFM attaches a user 
dayfile, it sets current sector to 0 in the FNT entry. Thus, the first time the 
file is read, sector 0 will be read correctly. But if random I/O is used, or if the 
file is ever rewound, the data on sector zero cannot be accessed. Other system 
problems could be caused by this lack of a system sector. Don Mears informs me 
that if such a file were attached to a job during a system crash, TELEX could get 
in trouble when recovering the job. TELEX verifies the system sector of the files 
for jobs it requires. 

The System Dayfile, Account Dayfile, and Error Log all have system sectors. They 
are specially set up because these files are eventually made into permanent files 
by DFTERM. I am proposing that user dayfiles also have system sectors. The 
system sector will be created by lDD when it has to write the first sector of the 
dayfile. The code has been written by Joel Halpern and will add about 50B bytes 
to lDD. This will cause 20B words to be lost in CM--lOB words in lDD and lOB 
words in the dayfile dump buffer. Two card changes are needed in LFM, SFM, and 
lCJ to reflect the fact that dayfile data now begins in sector 1 rather than in 
sector 0. 

11/11//1// 

Suspension Extension Suggestion - by D.W. Mears 

This is a regurgitation o~ the Leo May proposal (sic) to extend the ENQUIRE com
mand to work during program execution (DSN 3, 3 p. 2). An alternative approach to 
providing ENQUIRE capabilities for a running program is to require the user to 
suspend program execution (via break key), and then provide some enquiry type 
commands which may be used to interrogate the suspended job. The suspended job 
processing should be changed to allow the following commands: 

B Prints the current B-Display message(s). 
FL Prints current field length. 
T Prints accumulated CP time. 
T,NNN Increments time limit by NNN sees. 
S Stops job. 
STOP Stops job. 
C/R Starts job executing again. 
Anything else results in the message: 
JOB SUSPENDED- ENTER B, FL, T, "T,NNN", STOP, or C/R. 

Currently only T,NNN and C/R are allowed, anything else terminates the job. 
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The advantages to this approach are: 

1. This is very clean to implement in TELEX, since TELEX knows exactly where to 
find the job, and it knows that the status of the job will not be changing 
during the processing of the command. Also, the ITA overlay which would 
process these commands has over 2000 bytes to spare. 

2. This provides status commands for other times when the job is suspended (on 
recovery and on time limit). 

3. The clumsiness of these connnands from the users'viewpoint will discourage their 
overuse. 

4. Users will no longer accidentally kill their suspended programs when they enter 
incorrect commands. 

1!!/l/1/11 

The DISSJ Proposal -or- Two by Two -by J.J. Drummond 

" ••. and thou shalt call this operating system KRONOS; and thou shalt give special 
entry points so that it might do thy bidding. These special entry points shall be 
known as ARC=, RFL=, SDM=, MFL= and the greatest of these shall be called SSJ=. 
By this SSJ= entry point, the LOADER will knowest EXECUTE-ONLY files, MODVAL will 
knowest VALIDUZ and PROFILE will knowest PROFILA. And to take back what thou hast 
given, thou shalt make DISSJ ••. " 

What He did not forsee, however, is malicious users using MODVAL to read EXECUTE
ONLY files, or using PROFILE to attach PROFILA. DISSJ is unsuitable for many 
applications because it does not return the SSJ package (if one exists) to the 
Control point area. I propose that DISSJ be altered to do this so that SSJ pro
grams with SSJ packages can disable their special privileges and thus put a lid 
on their nasty side effects. 

/11//1//1/ 
' 

WRITEUP Index Format for 80 Characters List - by M. Riviere 

Following a request of the User Services Group I plan to modify the format of the 
WRITEUP index list when it is printed on an 80 characters terminal. 

Currently a first section is listed showing the writeup names and description. A 
second section with information about sizes, dates, etc., is printed afterwards. 

The User Services Group would like to have all the information concerning each 
writeup printed at once. 

I propose to print two lines for each writeup; the first entry containing what is 
now in the second section and the second one containing the writeup description. 

SYSTEM MAINTENANCE: People and Procedures 

Last Week's Systems Group Meeting -by T.W. Lanzatella 

1. The following proposals were accepted or rejected. 
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a. Tim Hoffmann's proposal to include the device type associated with a file 
in the ENQUIRE report was accepted (see DSN 3, 4 p. 3). The systems group 
was generally concerned with ··the amount of additional work performed by the 
system in order to provide this additional information. 

b. Brian Hanson's proposed change to the 
4 p. 3). We decided to simply change 
to CALLPRG and WRITEUP respectively. 
this change is to take place. 

RFM utility was defeated (see DSN 3, 
the user numbers YZE6008 and YZE6000 
Staff members will be informed when 

c. Mike Frisch's proposal to let CALLPRG set program field length based on the 
FL parameter on the CALLPRG index entry was accepted (see DSN 3, 4 p. 4). 
We stipulated that the FL parameter should only be used for programs which 
exact field length requirement is known. 

d. Jeff Drummond's proposal to add an abbreviated systems text was approved 
in principle. We decided that the new text will be called MACTEXT and will 
contain only COMCMAC. 

2. Neatness of the computer room during system time is growing into a problem. 
Everyone should make an effort to keep the machine rooms neat and organized. 
This means i) don't leave tapes hanging on tape drives, ii) tapes should be in 
canisters when not in use, and iii) listings should not be left (forgotten) 
cluttering the line printers. 

3. VIM 26 approaches (April 4-6). Contact your supervisor or manager if you wish 
to attend. 

11//11/111 

System Strategy Committee Minutes (77/02/18) - by T~w. Lanzatella 

1. Mike Skow brought up the question of changing staff UCC user numbers on MERITSS 
to YZE user numbers. Some staff members find the difference annoying and in
convenient, particularly if a staff member chooses to maintain a WRITEUP file 
under his own user number. We balked at simply making a blanket conversion and 
opted for changing on request. Bob Williams remarked that functionally it 
would be easy. We could assign the YZE number and let the staff member transfer 
his own permanent files. We all agreed this would be acceptable. 

2. Several MIRJE users have asked for access to NOTICE/NOTIFY. TWL stated that 
he will not make the utility publicly available until documentation is also 
available. 

3. Bob Williams reported that some CALLPRG XMIT files are not reaching their 
destination on the 6400. NLR claims that SUPIO is not losing files. EJM 
has asked Jeff Drummond to look into the matter. 

4. TWL brought up the recently installed MAINTENANCE subsystem. TWL reported that 
the feature was criticized from two standpoints: 

a. The mod was not to coding specifications, was incomplete and was poorly 
checked out. 

b. Several individuals felt that the feature was fundamentally incorrect, that 
is, an alternative method should have been used to set up and schedule 
maintenance jobs. 
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We all agreed that coding problems could be easily repaired but nobody could 
supply concrete details as to which alternative job setup and scheduling 
methods should have been used. NLR stated that he would certainly entertain 
any suggestions for alternative implementation schemes. He also stated that 
he would see that the mod was completed and brought up to coding specifications. 
We all agreed that due to the importance of detecting machine malfunctions, we 
should accept the MAINTENANCE subsystem before any aesthetic improvements are 
made. 

5. NLR reported that he is preparing a proposal for XMIT/SEND. 

6. M. Skow requested that we each prepare a list of potential security problems 
in each of our areas. 

7. Bob Williams questioned whether deadstart tapes were being installed too fre
quently and whether spacing new systems installation over more time would help 
system stability. We all agreed that it wouldn't and that what was really 
needed was a more concerted effort to test each new system before it is re
leased. Bob Williams and Tom Lanzatella will work together and try to assemble 
a collection of test decks to add to the STIMULATOR scripts. Meanwhile, 
programmers who install modifications which don't work properly should be 
castigated. 

From the SSC meeting of 77/03/04 -

1. TWL asked whether subsystem crashes ought to be included in the Deadstart Dump 
Analysis reports appearing in the DSN. RAW reminded him that at least TELEX 
crashes on the 6400 were reported. NLR stated that SUPIO crashes are meticu
lously analyzed but the reports are circulated only among engineering staff 
members as part of another document. He will find out if this document can be 
excerpted and published in the DSN. Additionally more time will be spent on 
Cyber subsystem failures. 

2. The r~mainder of the meeting was spent discussing an extensive bug list (about 
55 items) prepared by RAW. Responsibility for fixing each bug was relegated 
to the appropriate manager. Copies of the bug list can be obtained from RAW 
or TWL. 

II/IIIII// 

Level 13 - by T.W. Lanzatella 

The KRONOS 2.1.2 level 13 correction set arrived from CDC several weeks ago. 
Besides being the usual plethora of repairs, this correction set concentrates on 
a couple of special areas; i) Tapes, ii) TELEX, iii) PFDUMP/PFLOAD, and iv) CIO. 
Most of the corrections for tapes (MAGNET/RESEX/~were released long ago as 
TWX's and promptly installed by Bill Elliott. Also, several CPUMTR and disk 
driver (6DI) corrections have already been installed. We would like to install 
the remainder of this level as soon as possible--which means over spring quarter 
break (March 19-27). In order to take full advantage of the time available over 
quarter break, the next deadstart tape will be installed on Sunday, 20 March rather 
than Thursday, 24 March. If current schedules are maintained, the new system will 
have at 'least 32 hours of system time testing and exposure prior to 20 March. All 
changes in level 13 are corrections, not features. All packages will be upward 
compatible. 
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11!//////1 

CALLPRG and Library Tape News - by M. Riviere 

Besides the already announced modifications, two others took place during the last 
week among the CALLPRG and the Library Tape products. These were the introduction 
of ANALYZE on the Cyber 74 as a fetch type package and a new version of XEDIT as 
future type. 

ANALYZE is a Deadstart Tape analyzer used mainly by UCC staff. Its availability as 
fetch type makes it easy to access. 

The future version of XEDIT will soon replace the current one. This version is 
maintained by B. Wells. Bill has an explanation of the differences between the 
current and the new version of file XEDNOTE on user number LIBRARY on MERITSS. 

There are no requests for modifications to be made on March 15. 

The next CALLPRG index and Library Tape changes will take place on March 29. 
Requests for changes should be submitted by March 17. 

11!//////1 

Cyber 74 Deadstart Dump Analysis - by K.C. Matthews 

18 February 1977 - 6 March 1977 

Tuesday, 22 February 

19:05 (DD-2) 
The scopes went blank. Analysis revealed that PPU's on chassis 1 were 
malfunctioning again. 

Wednesday, 23 February 

16:41 (DD-3) 
System was hung up. The same basic problem, we suspect. 

Thursday, 24 February 

08:25 

On this morning, the CDC engineers had swapped some logic cards between 
PPU chassis 1 and 3. Problems started showing up which indicated that 
the PPU problem had moved from chassis 1 to 3, indicating that a bad 
card was among ones moved. We also began to have a lot more problems. 
Perhaps moving the card aggravated its intermittent malfunction. 

(DD-4) 
Same PPU problem. 

Friday, 25 February 

00:33 

14:34 

16:08 

(DD-S) 
PPU problem. 

(DD-6) 
Scopes blanked. 

Scopes blanked. We were even unable to deadstart. CDC engineers were 
called to look at the problem. The solid error disappeared while it 
was being examined. 
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20:53 PPU hung. 
problem. 

One PPU memory bank was replaced, in hopes that this was the 
It wasn't. 

Saturday, 26 February 

00:23 

07:08 

10:41 

12:29 

14:12 

15:50 

(DD-10) 
PFH hung in PP31. 

(DD-11) 
Low CM core and many PPU memories were full of junk. 

(DD-12) 
Same problem. 

(DD-13) 
Same problem. 

(DD-14) 
Scopes blank. 

(DD-15) 
Scopes blank. 

There were also crashes during system time Saturday afternoon, and during the 
permanent file dumping Sunday morning. The CDC engineer was called in again Sunday 
morning. One card seemed to be giving the problem, but then started working again 
when it was moved. This card was replaced. Since then we have had eight full 
days without an abnormal deadstart. We are hoping that the problem has been fixed. 

l/11!/1/// 

6400 Dump Analysis - by R.A. Williams 

Date 

770224 

770228 

770303 

Description 

Monitor stopped running, causing the system to hang. 
It appears that an exchange jump to an invalid 
(incorrect) address was made. 

' 844 disk channel 6 hung full, presumably again due to a 
hardware problem with the 7054 controller. It refuses, 
at times, to respond to general status requests. 

TELEX aborted with a program stop error following a number 
of STR abnormals. Again, no dump is available as no 
procedure for saving them at end-of-ops has been 
developed yet. 
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Tape 

DDT-5 

DDT-3 

N.A. 
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